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We review tribological properties of boundary films of hydrocarbons and water confined between atom-
ically  smooth  and  rough  surfaces.  Both  theory  and  experiment  show  that  ultrathin  film  of  liquid  with
thickness less than six molecular diameters restricted in small volumes is solid-like. Such a state is charac-
terized by the decrease of mobility of molecules manifested in the increase of relaxation times and decrease of
the diffusion coefficient. Additionally, quasidiscrete layers of molecules appear and in-plane ordering of the
layers occurs. Atomic-scale roughness of the walls destroys the order of the molecules. We also describe ex-
perimental studies of friction of graphite at the atomic level. The experiments suggest a principal possibility
of superlubricity for the tungsten tip of the friction force microscope sheared on the surface of graphite. A
possible explanation of this phenomenon consists in the existence of the graphite nanoflake attached to the
tip. However, reliable confirmation of this hypothesis is absent in the literature. We also review methods of
the graphene preparation through exfoliation of a graphite sample and formation of defects in graphene as
a result of its irradiation by different particles. We describe the experimental method of measurement of
friction of  metallic  nanoparticles  sliding on the surface  of  graphite.  We consider  basic  advantages  of  this
approach compared to the known methods and friction duality in these systems. The review indicates the
necessity of further comprehensive theoretical study of friction of metallic nanoparticles adsorbed on atom-
ically smooth surfaces.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Friction and wear are one of the oldest problems in
physics which is of enormous practical importance [1-8].
Over many centuries, starting from ancient Egypt [2, 4]
and up to the present days [5-7] and XXth century [9],
understanding and control of these processes have attra-
cted an increased attention. From the end of the XXth
century, the fundamental investigations became conce-
ntrated on the phenomena occurring on very small spa-
tial (and frequently time) scales. This has stimulated the
appearance of a new direction, namely, nanotechnology
[10, 11], which also includes the study of friction and
wear of surfaces [12, 13]. Explanation of these processes
at the atomic level is of a great importance from the
fundamental point of view, since contact of surfaces in
the majority of the cases is implemented on nanometer
asperities [2, 3, 5, 6, and 14]. There is a suggestion that
phenomena in macroscopic contacts can be represented
as statistical combination of the behavior of separate
nanosized contacts.

Individual nanocontact became an object of investi-
gation of a new science – nanotribology. Its development
recently is conditioned by the appearance of new exper-
imental and theoretical methods [4]. The invention of the
atomic [15] and frictional [16] force microscopy (AFM
and FFM, respectively) allowed studying the tribological
phenomena in dry nanocontacs. These techniques also

gave the possibility to manipulate nanosized structures
and modify them [17-25]. Experimental investigation of
microcontacts of the surfaces separated by a thin film of
liquid is carried out using the surface force apparatus
(SFA) [26-28]. Graphite and mica are often used as the
materials for working surfaces in AFM, FFM and SFA,
respectively, in the experiments for the purpose of de-
creasing the influence of random and uncontrolled fac-
tors. Layered structure of these materials gives the pos-
sibility to obtain atomically smooth surfaces. This fact as
well as low friction coefficient of graphite [29] attracts
an increased attention of researches to its nanotribolog-
ical properties. On the other hand, the recent discovery
of graphene [30] became the reason of an increased at-
tention to its properties [31] including tribological ones
[32-34]. Friction at the nanolevel of one of the hardest
materials – diamond – also attracts a considerable at-
tention [35].

Theoretical analysis plays a key role in revealing of
the atomic reasons for friction. Phenomenological ap-
proaches, which are widely used for the interpretation of
the experimental data and often applied in particular
cases, mainly, allow obtaining a qualitative description
only [36-42]. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of
friction and wear at the atomic scale have significantly
advanced understanding of the nature of nanotribologi-
cal processes due to the fast growth of calculating ca-
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pacity of computers [4, 43-47]. Below we consider the
tribological properties of different nanosized systems
discovered both experimentally and theoretically.

2. STRUCTURAL AND FRICTIONAL
PROPERTIES OF THIN LIQUID FILMS

2.1 General properties

We have noted above that SFA allows to experimen-
tally investigate the boundary lubrications [26, 27]. In
particular, this device serves for the determination of
surface forces acting on the atomically smooth surfaces
of mica separated by molecules of liquid or gas. Using
SFA one can measure shear (lateral) and normal forces
(within the accuracy to ± 10 nN), shear rate and define
distance between surfaces, their shape and real contact
area. Optical interference of fringes of equal chromatic
order is used for the measurements of the distance be-
tween the surfaces to within ± 0.1 nm.

Experiments show that properties of liquids confined
in very small spaces qualitatively differ from those of
the bulk liquids. Molecules of a liquid confined between
atomically smooth surfaces are more ordered and form
quasidiscrete layers [4, 26, 48]. In this case, the average
local density of liquid experiences oscillations along the
direction normal to the surfaces. Oscillations of density
lead to oscillations of solvation force and are typical for
simple nonpolar globular molecules (for example, octa-
methylcyclotetrasiloxane (OMCTS)), direct chain mole-
cules (for example, n-hexadecane, n-C16Η34) and even for
chain molecules with sole methyl group in side flanking,
for example, by 3-methylundecane C12Η26 [49]. Investi-
gations of solvation forces for longer and more branched
molecules, for example, squalane compressed between
mica surfaces have shown an absence of oscillations.
Thus, branching of molecules leads to the destruction
of the oscillatory behavior of the forces.

Boundary lubricant demonstrates two different res-
ponses to shear and change of the distance between fric-
tion surfaces. The first is a liquid-like, at which liquid
flows under deformation. The second one is a solid-like
and characterized by the yield strength of compressed
li-quid manifested in the absence of deformation before
the critical value of shear stress leading to a stick-slip
motion is achieved [4, 26, 48]. Sticks and slips alternate
in the stick-slip motion. It is observed only for shear
rates and temperatures less than some critical value.

Dynamics of a liquid on the interface and, especially,
under limitation by solid surfaces “is considerably slo-
wed down” [4, 26, 48-50]. Mobility of molecules in the
films in a clumped state significantly reduces in compa-
rison with volume liquids. This is reflected in the de-
crease of the diffusion coefficient and growth of viscosi-
ty and molecular relaxation times. “Effective” viscosity
can reach values which are 105 times larger, and relax-
ation time can be 1010 times longer. Moreover, arrange-
ment of molecules also influences the dynamics of com-
pressed liquid. In particular, branched and long chain
molecules are rearranged slower than the short ones.

MD simulations confirm the experimental results of
the works [4, 7, 26, 47, 49-52]. Modeling of two plates
separated by the Lennard-Jones (LD) liquids of the thick-
ness not more than 6-10 molecular diameters shows that
molecules between the surfaces form quasi-discrete la-

yers. Decrease in the diffusion coefficient and increase
in the viscosity are also observed. Abrupt liquid-solid
phase transition in the films of the thickness less than
6 molecular diameters exists in the case of atomically
structured surfaces. Ordering of molecules in the direc-
tions perpendicular and parallel to the planes is typical
for this transition.

We note that the horizontal order is absent for the
unstructured (mathematically smooth) walls. Similarly
to the experiments, strongly expressed quantized yield
strengths were found for the structured surfaces which
were not exhibited in the case of the unstructured pla-
tes. Calculations reliably denote the key influence of the
atomic structure or “granularity” of real surfaces on the
formation of the films with the same atomic sizes.

The authors of [49, 50] in the framework of large
canonical ensemble studied the equilibrium properties
of n-hexadecane and squalane limited by rigid golden
walls. Oscillations of the density of compressed liquids
related to the presence of layers are typical for straight
and branched molecules (Fig. 1). Their amount is deter-
mined by the distance between the surfaces. A film of
the n-hexadecane is characterized by greater in-plane
ordering of layers and molecules (Fig. 2) compared to squ-
alane, for which molecules of different layers mutually
penetrate (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 – Lateral view of the squalane (top) and n-hexadecane
(bottom) films showing molecular interlayer penetration (dark
regions) in the squalane film. Small balls correspond to gold
atoms. (Reprinted with permission from [49]. Copyright [1997],
AIP Publishing LLC)

Dynamical processes in the boundary lubricant films
including transition of a liquid to a solid-like state and
stick-slip friction mode are studied by the MD method
[53, 54]. According to [53], statistical surfaces induce a
crystalline order of simple LD liquid. Stick-slip motion
is a result of the periodic shear melting and film recrys-
tallization. Uniform motion is realized at high veloci-
ties, when film does not have enough time for ordering.
Thus, stick-slip motion is caused by the thermodynamic
instability of the lubricant states and not by the dyna-
mic instability as it was suggested earlier. It is shown in
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the work [54] that at small distances between the walls
the film consisting of linear chain molecules is amor-
phized, i.e. relaxation times rapidly increase. This is
reflected in the decrease of the diffusion coefficient and
in the response to shear. According to the experiments,
viscosity depends on the shear rate by the power law.

Study of the influence of the atomic roughness or
surface relief on the properties of boundary lubricants
has gained an importance, too [51, 52, 55]. In particular,
the authors of the work [51] investigated the friction of
atomically smooth and atomically rough adhesive and
repulsive surfaces of gold separated by the ultrathin
film of hexadecane (Fig. 3).

Fig. 2 – Top view of the equilibrium boundary layers of squ-
alane (top) and n-hexadecane (bottom) which have 4 layers.
Liquid is compressed in the region between the solid lines. We
note an improved intra- and interplanar order in the film of n-
hexadecane. (Reprinted with permission from [49]. Copyright
[1997], AIP Publishing LLC)

Fig. 3 – Atomically rough golden surfaces separated by molecu-
les of hexadecane. (Reprinted with permission from [51]. Copy-
right [2004], American Chemical Society)

As seen from Fig. 4, layers are formed between smooth
surfaces similarly to the experiments described above.
According to the left and central columns of this figure,
atomic relief destroys the vertical order irrespective of
the type of interactions between molecules of the liquid
with surfaces. Moreover, it is established [51] that ato-
mic relief leads to the in-plane disorder (Fig. 5). Following
[55], atomic roughness can considerably change adhesion
forces between walls separated by molecules of the liq-
uid. This is expressed in the drop of adhesion force as a
result of the decrease in the real contact area.

Fig. 4 – Segment density profiles of hexadecane in the direction
of  the  axis  normal  to  solid  planes  for  different  values  of  the
applied load. The left column corresponds to the case of non-
adhesive rough surfaces. Central and right columns correspond
to the adhesive rough and adhesive smooth walls, respectively.
(Reprinted with permission from [51]. Copyright [2004], Amer-
ican Chemical Society)

Fig. 5 – Top view of the arrangement of molecules in the con-
tact region of solid surfaces. The upper figure corresponds to
rough and the lower figure – to smooth walls. Adhesive inter-
actions between molecules of hexadecane and gold atoms are
realized in both cases. (Reprinted with permission from [51].
Copyright [2004], American Chemical Society)
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Experimental [26, 48] and numerical [51] investiga-
tions of the friction force at different loads on surfaces
have shown that Amontons macroscopic low (linear de-
pendence of the friction force on the load) holds true. The
influence of the atomic relief, type of interaction bet-
ween molecules of liquids and surface and temperature
changes on the mentioned dependence has quantitative
but not qualitative character. The shear stresses can be
changed with load in more complicated nonlinear way
shown in Fig. 6 [26]. Its nature can be explained using
the “cobblestone” model [6].

Fig. 6 – Shear stresses vs. the load in the stationary state for
solid-like films. (Reprinted with permission from [26]. Copy-
right [1990], AIP Publishing LLC)

2.2 Properties of ultrathin water film

Up to this point, hydrocarbons have been considered.
Behavior of other liquids under confinement is also of
a great importance. In particular, the field of tribology
studying biosystems, for example, mechanisms of lubri-
cation in joints [8], has acquired popularity recently. It
is known that systems, in which water plays the role of
lubricant, are often found in the nature. By their char-
acteristics they excel hydrocarbon lubricants, which are
usually applied in practice. Many applied and funda-
mental investigations [8] are aimed at the formation of
lubricants with properties of the natural ones.

To accomplish this purpose, it is necessary to under-
stand the molecular properties of water, some of which
characterize it as an unusual substance [28, 56]. Firstly,
being a liquid with low molecular mass, water possesses
uncharacteristic high temperatures of melting and boil-
ing and specific evaporation heat. Secondly, the circum-
stance that molecules of ice are located farther from each
other than in a liquid phase is reflected in the density
maximum at 4°C and unusual phenomenon – solid wa-
ter (ice) is lighter than liquid. Anomalous properties of
water are the consequence of very strong and dependent
on the orientation of intermolecular hydrogen bonds.

Presence of a monolayer of water molecules (of the

thickness of about 0.25 nm) between atomically smooth
mica surfaces in SFA leads to the decrease in the fric-
tion force by more than one order of magnitude [4, 26,
28]. Friction coefficient accounts for 1-2 % of the value
corresponding to the anomalously low friction of ice. A
monolayer of water molecules decreases the friction force
due to two circumstances: 1) “hydrophilicity” of the mica
surface (mica is “moistened” by water); 2) strongly repul-
sive short-range hydration force between such surfaces
in aqueous solutions, which effectively excludes the con-
tribution of adhesion into the friction force. In this case,
the first Amontons law holds for the friction force (it is
proportional to the external load).

In the last years, properties of compressed water mo-
lecules were actively studied numerically by the MD
method [52, 57-63]. The given works consider the equi-
librium structural and dynamic characteristics of some
models of water in the limiting pores of different forms.

Inhomogeneous distribution of water molecules (cha-
racterized by oscillating density profiles) is confirmed
by TIP3P modeling of water molecules in hydrophobic
cylindrical pores of different radii [57] and SPC/E mole-
cules in a hydrophilic cylindrical cavity of high-silica
glass [58, 59]. In the first case, the indistinctly expressed
concentric layers are formed, and motion of molecules
considerably slows down with the decrease in the cavity
radius that follows from the measurement of the diffusi-
on coefficient. In the second case, double layer is formed
due to the water adsorption, and anomalous diffusion
can be observed. Formation of a water layer around the
hydrophilic quartz particles is shown by MD simulations
of SPC/E water molecules confined in a gel of silicic
acid [60]. Larger roughness of the quartz surface leads
to the fact that formation of the second layer does not
occur at both high and low densities. Consideration of
water adsorption in the framework of the SPC/E model
in attractive and repulsive slit-like pores [61] shows the
formation of disordered (in-plain) layers for both types
of pores at high densities of molecules. Moreover, the
type of intermolecular interactions between water and
surfaces can significantly influence the properties of a
confined liquid. Modeling of SPC water in the inter-
domain region of multidomain BphC enzyme [62] also
indicates the determining role of local surface curvature
and hydrophobic property in the formation of the water
structure and dynamics. Thus, according to numerical
results, water in bounded spaces exhibits general prop-
erties of the compressed liquids.

3. FRICTION AND WEAR OF GRAPHITE
SYSTEMS

3.1 Superlubricity phenomenon

Graphite surfaces, in particular, consisting of highly
oriented pyrolytic form (HOPG), are widely used in the
experiments of friction and wear at the atomic level
[16-21, 64-67]. Atomic periodicity is the distinctive fea-
ture of the typical friction loop obtained using graphite
scanning by the FFM tungsten probe [64, 68]. It implies
that sliding is nonuniform, and atomic stick-slip motion
takes place. It is difficult to explain this phenomenon,
since a large amount of probe atoms are located in the
contact area, and periodic behavior should not be displa-
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yed. The first attempt to clarify the nature of the atomic
periodicity consisted in the assumption that FFM probe
pulls a graphite flake on the surface [64]. This approach
was subsequently found to be untenable [68], since ato-
mically periodic friction was also discovered for nonla-
minar materials, in which a flake cannot be formed.

Dienwiebel et al. [5, 69] has developed a new design
of the FFM with the lateral resolution up to 15 pN for
the determination of friction of the tungsten probe on the
graphite surface. A special friction sensor – Tribolever
(Fig. 7) offers the feature of this FFM. In order to pre-
vent the phenomenon “jump to contact” there, symmet-
rical springs with small elastic coefficient in two lateral
directions combine with high rigidity in the nor-mal
direction. Tungsten probe is glued to Tribolever by sil-
ver epoxy resin and has an asperity of 50-60 mm out of
the device. Shift of the Tribolever probe is detected by
four glass-optical interferometers.

Fig. 7 – The model of silicon Tribolever. Four legs, placed sym-
metrically around central pyramid (which serves as mirror for
interferometers), form a set of identically sensitive springs along
the x- and y-directions. Tungsten probe is directed downwards
[5]. (Reprinted with permission from [69],
http://prl.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v92/i12/e126101. Copyright [2004]
by the American Physical Society)

Design features of the probe with Tribolever allowed
defining the friction force for the HOPG surface in any
direction of sliding. Dependences of the friction force on
the relative orientation of crystal lattices of the probe
and sample are obtained (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8 – Friction loops (black color – direct, grey color – inverse
scanning) determined along the direction of shear for the follo-
wing angles of the probe/surface orientation: a) 60°, b) 72º, and
c) 38º. Normal force accounts for 18 nN [5]. (Reprinted with
permission from [69],
http://prl.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v92/i12/e126101. Copyright [2004]
by the American Physical Society)

Fig. 8a for lateral force shows that clearly expressed
stick-slip motion of the atomic scale is realized. If the force
exceeds some critical value, the probe advances a distance
of the lattice constant of the graphite substrate. The area
inside the friction loop determines the energy which is ir-

reversibly dissipated during sliding. The mentioned area,
divided by a double loop width, corresponds to the ave-
rage dissipative friction force of the probe which is equal
to 203 ± 20 pN. Rotation of the graphite substrate by
12º clockwise around the axis, normal to the surface and
parallel to the probe, at the same conditions which are
shown in Fig. 8a leads to the decrease in the friction fo-
rce more than by the order of magnitude to 15.2 ± 15 pN
(Fig. 8b). If the sample is rotated in the opposite direction,
friction force is reduced to almost zero value (Fig. 8c).

The presented results indicate the so-called superlu-
bricity phenomenon consisting in the reduction of fric-
tion by orders of magnitude with changing the motion
direction of the probe. The averaged friction force signi-
ficantly depends on the direction of the graphite surface
scanning. Two narrow angular peaks in Fig. 9 corres-
ponding to high friction are separated by a wide range
of angles corresponding to almost zero friction. The dis-
tance between the two friction maxima agrees with the
60-degree symmetry of the atomic planes of graphite.
Based on this fact and good fit of the experimental re-
sults and numerical simulation within the framework of
the modified Tomlinson model [70], one can conclude that
super-lubricity is realized between the graphite sample
and its flake attached to the probe. For two orientations,
corresponding to the friction peaks, crystal lattices of the
flake and substrate are perfectly oriented with each other,
and they are incommensurable for intermediate angles.

Fig. 9 – Dependence of the average friction force on the rota-
tion angle of graphite around the axis normal to its surface.
(Reprinted with permission from [69],
http://prl.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v92/i12/e126101. Copyright [2004]
by the American Physical Society)

However, the performed experiments do not contain
reliable confirmation of the existence of a flake on the
probe. Use of the transmission electron microscope (TEM)
with high resolution did not give the possibility to con-
duct the necessary visualization of the FFM probe [5, 69].
Since experiments were carried out in open conditions,
but not in a vacuum, the probe was covered by amorphous
oxide layer. It has almost completely disappeared under
the action of electron radiation during some minutes of
TEM operation; and graphite flake (if it was present)
was removed with amorphous layer. Moreover, accord-
ing to [69], the experiments to obtain Fig. 9 are not re-
producible. Thus, the investigations confirming attach-
ment of a flake to the FFM probe and determining the
conditions of its formation are required.
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3.2 Micromechanical graphite cleavage

Along with the above described experimental results,
one of the methods for producing atomically smooth sur-
faces is based on exfoliation of graphite [5, 17, 67, 69].
Understanding of the mechanisms underlying the given
phenomenon is important both from the specified prac-
tical point of view and for the optimization of the micro-
mechanical exfoliation, i.e. the method which helped to
discover graphene (a layer of carbon atoms in the hex-
agonal close packed lattice) [30].

Theoretical investigations of the band structure and
electronic characteristics of graphene have shown that
it exhibits unusual electronic properties [71, 72]. Its ex-
perimental production in recent years allowed verifying
the theoretical results, some of which were found to be
true. In particular, charges in graphene represent mass-
less Dirac fermions [73], and here Born-Oppenheimer
approximation [74] is inapplicable and quantum Hall
effect is observed at room temperature [75]. The listed
anomalous properties make graphene to be a promising
material for electronic engineering of the “post-silicon
era” [71, 72]. Modern field-effect transistors, transparent
conducting electrodes, sensors, energy converters and sto-
rage systems, photoanodes in photoelectrochemical cells,
biocompatible materials, etc. can be produced based on
graphene [76].

The absence of high-production method for producing
graphene puts it on a par with new materials. In spite
of the considerable progress in the field of epitaxial tech-
niques [31], a complete growth cycle of one graphene
layer is not still established. Micromechanical exfolia-
tion, which is also called the “scotch-technology”, is the
standard procedure for producing graphene [30, 71]. The
given technique allows to divide graphite into individual
atomic planes using adhesion tape. The majority of the
researches still uses scotch-technology for the production
of high-quality graphene [31, 77].

There exist other new effective techniques for pro-
ducing graphene which are also based on exfoliation of
graphite [78-80]. The method for producing graphene by
dispersion and exfoliation of graphite in organic solvents,
in particular, N-methylpyrrolidone is proposed [78]. The
authors of the work [79] have developed the solvothermal
method, when thermally expanded graphite is divided in
highly-polar organic solvent under the ultrasonic action.
Use of electrostatic forces for the specified purposes [80]
is schematically shown in Fig. 10. A lithographic depo-
sition of nanometer relief on the surface of HOPG disk
with subsequent reactive ion etching is performed in
this case (Fig. 10a). Structured HOPG disk acting as a
template is placed into contact with Si / SiO2 substrate.
Electrical voltage is applied between HOPG and silicon
and causes the appearance of attractive forces which act
between graphite relief and silicon substrate (Fig. 10b).
Removal of the HOPG template from the substrate in the
vertical direction in electrostatic field is accompanied
by exfoliation of graphite and attachment of graphene
particles, which contain some layers, to the substrate
(Fig. 10c). Small depth of screening in HOPG (less than
0.5 nm) indicates that electrostatic force influences only
very external graphene planes during the cleavage cy-
cle. This method combined with other nanolithographic
approaches seems to be promising for producing large
integral schemes based on graphene.

Fig. 10 – The scheme of exfoliation of graphite with deposited
relief by electrostatic method: a) initial setup, in which relief
structures are located on the HOPG sample; b) application of
voltage between HOPG template and silicon substrate before the
contact; c) exfoliation of graphene by electrostatic field during
removal of HOPG sample from the substrate. (Reprinted with
permission from [80]. Copyright [2009], American Chemical
Society)

Thus, phenomenon of exfoliation of graphite plays
an important role in both superlubricity and production
of graphene. However, its theoretical investigation lags
behind the level of the experimental data. Models of low
friction of graphite are often based on the assumption
about the presence of cleaved layers of graphene [5, 70,
81, 82]. Simulation of graphite nanoindentation by the
classical MD [83-88] and boundary-element [89] methods
has been performed. Diamond and virtual indenters [84,
85, 89] were applied for the study of mechanical charac-
teristics of graphite [83, 84, 89] and formation of inter-
laminar sp3 bonds at high pressures. However, repulsive
forces between the indenter and sample in these works
do not allow to exfoliate graphite mechanically (in con-
trast to the adhesive probes). Theoretical analysis of the
HOPG exfoliation carried out in the work [80] is only
aimed to the measurements of electric field, which is
necessary for exfoliation, and does not clarify physics of
the phenomenon.
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Production of crystals of high structural and elect-
ronic quality is an indubitable advantage of the meth-
ods for producing graphene by exfoliation in connection
with the absence in these crystals of a large number of
defects. The presence in graphene of isolated point and
linear defects is established by the method of scanning
transmission electron microscopy (STEM) [90, 91]. In-
teraction of the crystal structure with ions and STEM
electron beam leads to the lattice disturbance and ap-
pearance of point defects. Development of the graphene
based devices requires knowledge of the formation con-
ditions of defect structure there [76].

As known, nuclear fusion is accompanied by the pro-
cess of graphite destruction by the plasma steam; there-
fore, investigation of defects in graphene and its failure
at the bombardment of different particles is of interest
for atomic power engineering [92, 93]. Action of plasma
leads to the destruction of the graphite divertor in the ex-
perimental plants and thermonuclear reactors. A series
of computer experiments based on the MD method [92-
95] is devoted to the investigation of the given problem.
Bombardment of graphene by single atoms of hydrogen
isotopes and graphite irradiation by a stream of given
particles are studied in the framework of new version
of the Brenner potential and microcanonical statistical
ensemble in the works [92, 93]. Particle energies and
masses corresponding to the reflection, absorption and
penetration into graphene, and also to the graphite frac-
ture are determined. Consideration of the short-range
Brenner potential, which describes the interaction bet-
ween particles and carbon atoms, and single atoms (but
not a beam of particles) for irradiation restricts the range
of applicability of the results of numerical experiments
[92, 93]. Moreover, the absence of accounting of heat
dissipation in the specified systems influences the cal-
culations. On the one hand, for example, in the two-di-
mensional model of a metal under the action of metallic
atoms the energy of the latter can be transformed into
the energy of defects formed in collisions [94]. On the
other hand, small thickness of graphene leads to fast
heat radiation to the environment [10]. In connection
with this, further investigation of the stated problem is
found to be urgent.

4. FRICTION OF METALLIC NANOPARTICLES

In spite of the fact that SFA and FFM allowed to
significantly advance in the explanation of the atomis-
tic nature of friction, the mentioned techniques are not
without disadvantages [19, 21, and 96].

1. At present, FFM probes are made of silicon, silicon
oxide and nitride, diamond (view of the sample can be
arbitrary). Thus, there exists a rather limited spectrum
of combinations of the studied materials. To extend the
specified range, deposition of other materials on the FFM
probe is used. However, as a rule, probes of poor quality
and/or uncontrollable geometry are obtained in this case.

2. Amorphous or disordered tips of the FFM probes
do not give the possibility to investigate the influence of
ordered structures on friction that is necessary, for exa-
mple, in the study of the superlubricity phenomenon.

3. In connection with the fixed radius of cantilever
probes, investigation of the contact area in the range
from tens of nm2 for FFM to tens of thousands of mm2

in SFA experiments is impossible. Moreover, for direct
and independent measurement of the true contact area
in FFM they often suggest certain geometry of the con-
tact and a model of contact mechanics.

Consideration of friction of adsorbed nanoparticles
(NP) at their shift by the AFM probe represents a new
approach which allows one to avoid the stated disadvan-
tages [96] (Fig. 11). A lot of experimental works [96-102]
are devoted to the manipulation of nanoislands. In the
majority of them only shift of NP is investigated and
tribological properties of NP are not studied.

Fig. 11 – The scheme of the manipulation process. At the top:
the AFM probe is scanning the surface in the contact mode
and approaching a NP. At the bottom: the probe is shifting NP
in the scanning direction. Additional bending of the probe is
conditioned by the lateral force on the part of NP. (Reprinted
with permission from [21],
http://prb.aps.org/abstract/PRB/v82/i3/e035401. Copyright [2010]
by the American Physical Society)

Determination of the frictional properties of antimo-
ny NP adsorbed on HOPG and shifted by AFM probe in
the ultrahigh (UH) vacuum is performed in the works
[17, 19, 21, 96, 97, 103]. Areas of NP contact were in
the range from 7000 to 200000 nm2.  It was found that
nanoislands with the contact area less than the order of
104 nm2 are characterized by much smaller friction force
than NP with larger areas. A linear dependence of the
friction force on the contact area, where filled square
markers correspond to the unoxidized ones due to UH
nanoislands (Fig. 12), was discovered. A constant finite
shear stress (black markers) or an insignificant friction
(red markers) is observed. NP exposed to the environ-
ment before friction measurement are described by open
symbols (triangles or circles). Triangles (grey) and circles
(blue) correspond to the lines of finite and high values
of the shear stresses, respectively. Slope of the linear
branch formed by black symbols is approximately equal
to 1.04 pN/nm2.

It is shown in the works [17, 19, 21] that some par-
ticles with areas larger than 104 nm2 experience a very
low friction, which is not even registered by the AFM;
in this case other NP demonstrate a finite friction. This
phenomenon was called “frictional duality”. The state

A probe approaching
a nanoparticle

A probe pushing
a nanoparticle

Sb nanoparticle

HOPG
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of low friction reminding a superlubricity has not yet
obtained a sufficient explanation. It was primarily as-
sumed [96, 103] that close to zero friction of small NPs
is caused by their compact amorphous structure and
incommensurability of the lattice of the NP surface and
substrate. Here, the authors used the fact that in con-
trast to small nanoislands large NP are branched and
their displacement as nonrigid objects is accompanied
by additional energy dissipation. According to [17, 21],
two friction states coexist due to the presence of impu-
rities; and NP structure does not determine the friction-
al properties. Oxidation of the surfaces of some nano-
clusters leads to friction growth by the order of magni-
tude. Since results of a part of the experiments, shown
by triangles in Fig. 12, were not changed, it was con-
cluded that the air influences not all NP in such a way.
Additional investigation of crystalline incommensura-
ble surfaces of gold NP on graphite has shown the non-
linear scaling behavior of the friction force depending
on the NP shape and orientation [97].

Fig. 12 – Friction force vs. the contact area of Sb NP moving
on the HOPG substrate. (Reprinted with permission from [21],
http://prb.aps.org/abstract/PRB/v82/i3/e035401. Copyright [2010]
by the American Physical Society)

The absence of unambiguous interpretation of the ex-
periments induced additional investigations including
theoretical ones. Estimations of the experimentally obser-
ved values, given by analytical or semi-numerical appro-
aches [96, 103, 104], are based on a number of assump-
tions and, in connection with this, do not allow to defi-
nitely explain the experiments. Numerical simulation of
adsorbed metallic NP friction has not been performed un-
til now. Ab initio investigation of the Sb NP properties
on the HOPG surface [24] is inadequate in direct com-
parison of its results with the experimental ones because
of the mismatch of time and spatial scales of the systems.
MD method was used, mainly, for the study of diffusion
of metallic nanoislands consisted of some hundreds of
atoms on the graphite surface [105-107]. The specified
computer experiments consider the ballistic friction of
gold NP with velocities of about 100 m/s [108]. Here,
calculation of the experimentally measured values is not
performed; NP have small sizes as well as in [105-107],
up to 3000 atoms. Experimentally observed NP sizes
should, as minimum, 10 times exceed the noted values
for the investigation of tribological characteristics.

As follows from the foregoing, further theoretical
analysis of the friction of metallic NP on the graphite
surface is required. In connection with fast development
of new technologies of NP synthesis from different ma-
terials, for example, Ag [109, 110], Ni [111], Pt [112], it
is necessary to extend the spectrum of radiated metals
in the manipulation experiments.

Besides the context of tribology, interaction of NP
with graphite structures and graphene is of direct im-
portance for the production of new nanodevices. This is
connected with the fact that influence of different nano-
objects on graphene promotes the change of its electro-
nic properties and structure [113-121].

5. CONCLUSIONS

In the given work we have presented a brief review of
the experimental and theoretical investigation results of
the tribological systems of some classes, namely, ultra-
thin liquid films, graphite systems and metallic NP.

Properties of the molecularly thin films confined in
small spaces can be rather complex. They are determi-
ned by the structure of a liquid, structure and commen-
surability of surfaces, interaction potential between sur-
face and liquid, load on walls, shear direction and rate.
Unique properties of water, which have not obtained
unambiguous explanation until now, conditioned impor-
tance of the investigation of tribological properties of an
ultrathin film of water.

Hypothesis for the existence of a nanoflake attached
to the FFM probe, which explains the superlibricity ef-
fect, requires the confirmation. In spite of the value of
micromechanical cleavage of graphite for many produc-
tion methods of graphene of high structural and elect-
ronic quality, there is deficiency of theoretical investi-
gations of the realization conditions of this phenome-
non. Knowledge of the latter can be useful for the pro-
duction of graphene samples with the specified charac-
teristics and development of new high-duty production
techniques. Question about the influence of different fac-
tors, in particular, temperature on the exfoliation process
remains still open. Since presence of defects in graphene
considerably changes its electronic properties, explana-
tion and discovery of the causes and conditions of defect
formation in graphene is significant for the prediction
of its characteristics [76].

Experimental investigations of friction of antimony
NP on the HOPG surface allowed to discover the unique
tribological properties, for example, superlubricity of NP.
Understanding of the processes occurring at the contact
of nano-objects with graphene is promising from the
point of view of creation of new nanodevices.
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